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Abstract
Background Until now, no robust data supported
the efficacy, safety and recommendation for influenza
vaccination in patients with cancer receiving immune
checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs).
Methods The prospective multicenter observational
INfluenza Vaccine Indication During therapy with Immune
checkpoint inhibitors (INVIDIa-2) study investigated the
clinical effectiveness of influenza vaccination in patients
with advanced cancer receiving ICIs, enrolled in 82 Italian
centers from October 2019 to January 2020. The primary
endpoint was the time-adjusted incidence of influenza-
like illness (ILI) until April 30, 2020. Secondary endpoints
regarded ILI severity and vaccine safety.
Results The study enrolled 1279 patients; 1188 patients
were evaluable for the primary endpoint analysis. Of
them, 48.9% (581) received influenza vaccination. The
overall ILI incidence was 8.2% (98 patients). Vaccinated
patients were significantly more frequently elderly
(p<0.0001), males (p=0.004), with poor European
Cooperative Oncology Group performance status
(p=0.009), affected by lung cancer (p=0.01), and by other
non-cancer comorbidities (p<0.0001) when compared
with unvaccinated. ILI incidence was not different basing
on influenza vaccination: the time-to-ILI was similar
in vaccinated and unvaccinated patients (p=0.62).
ILI complications were significantly less frequent for
patients receiving the vaccination (11.8% vs 38.3% in
unvaccinated, p=0.002). ILI-related intravenous therapies
were significantly less frequent in vaccinated patients
than in unvaccinated (11.8% vs 29.8%, p=0.027). ILI
lethality was, respectively, 0% in vaccinated and 4.3% in

unvaccinated patients. Vaccine-related adverse events
were rare and mild (1.5%, grades 1–2).
Conclusion The INVIDIa-2 study results support a positive
recommendation for influenza vaccination in patients with
advanced cancer receiving immunotherapy.

Introduction
Seasonal influenza is an acute respiratory
infection caused by influenza viruses circulating worldwide. Type A and type B influenza
viruses cause seasonal disease epidemics,
mainly during winter.1 According to recent
estimates, 4.0–8.8 influenza-associated respiratory deaths per 100 000 individuals occur
annually all over the world. The highest
mortality rates were estimated among people
aged 75 years or older (51.3–99.4 per 100 000
individuals).2 The diagnosis of influenza is
mainly clinical, given the laboratory tests'
low predictive capacity.3 Influenza-like illness
(ILI) was defined to guarantee the greatest
possible homogeneity in detection by the
European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control (ECDC) in 2008 and updated in
2018, as the sudden and rapid onset of one or
more of both general and respiratory symptoms.3 4
Influenza infection is a potential cause
of additional morbidity and mortality in
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Methods
INVIDIa-2 study design and participants
The INfluenza Vaccine Indication During therapy with
Immune checkpoint inhibitors (INVIDIa-2) study was a
multicenter prospective observational trial. The primary
objective was to investigate the effectiveness of influenza
vaccine administration in terms of incidence and severity
of ILI in patients with advanced cancer undergoing
systemic treatment with ICIs. The secondary objectives
2

of the study regarded influenza vaccine safety during
immunotherapy and the oncological outcome of patients
to ICIs basing on the vaccine administration or influenza
occurrence.
All patients with advanced solid tumors receiving
therapy with ICI (alone or in combinations) from October
1, 2019, to January 31, 2020 (corresponding to the influenza vaccinal season) were eligible for enrollment. ILI,
according to ECDC, was defined as a sudden and rapid
onset of one or more of the following general symptoms:
fever or low-grade fever, malaise and/or fatigue, headache, myalgia; and at least one of the following respiratory symptoms: cough, sore throat, dyspnea. “Sudden
and rapid” is taken to mean to the extent that the date of
symptom onset can be clearly identified.3 4
Since placebo-controlled randomized controlled trials
of antiviral vaccination among adults with cancer are
often considered ethically questionable19 and foreseeing
a proportional numeric distribution due to the relatively
low vaccine coverage expected in this population,12 we
opted for an observational approach. We prespecified a
comparative analysis of clinical characteristics between
the two groups of vaccinated and unvaccinated patients
to measure the indication bias deriving from the study’s
observational nature.
The study’s primary endpoint was the time-adjusted
ILI incidence, calculated in terms of time-to-ILI (TTI),
from October 1, 2020, until April 30, 2020. Such a time-
adjusted endpoint was chosen to weight the rate of ILI
occurrence based on the time exposure of patients to
the influenza season, considering the possibility of late
enrollment or early death during the predefined period
of the ILI observation. TTI was defined as the time
interval between the date of enrollment, and the date
of ILI symptoms occurrence; patients not experiencing
ILI at the cut-off date of April 30, 2020, were considered
as censored at this date or the date of death if previously
occurred.
The secondary endpoints regarding ILI severity were
the incidence of ILI-
related complications, defined as
pneumonia confirmed by imaging, laboratory-confirmed
bacterial superinfections, or other severe complications;
the ILI-related intravenous therapy administration; the
ILI-related hospitalization rate; the duration of ILI symptoms (in days), the ILI lethality. Vaccination safety was
recorded as a secondary endpoint in terms of vaccine-
related adverse events (VRAEs), defined by the suspicion
of a causal relationship between the influenza vaccine and
the adverse reaction, and classified by Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) V.5.0.20
Secondary endpoints regarding the patients’ oncological outcome to ICI treatment will also be measured in
future analysis in terms of ICI safety, activity and efficacy
(follow-up still ongoing as per protocol).
The influenza season, from October 2019 to April
2020, constituted the ILI observation period for both the
primary and secondary endpoints regarding the severity
of ILI. The timing of the study is shown in figure 1A.
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immunocompromised individuals, such as patients with
cancer, because of the underlying disease or its immunosuppressive therapy.5 Patients with advanced cancer
receiving chemotherapy are at high risk of severe events
related to influenza complications, and case-fatality rates
of about 10% were reported by the literature.5 6 In addition, influenza complications can lead to the interruption or delay of the anticancer therapy, and concomitant
drugs (such as antibiotics) used to treat bacterial superinfections can negatively impact its efficacy.7 8
Vaccination is the most efficacious form to prevent
influenza and ILI-related lethality. Despite low seroconversion rates demonstrated in patients receiving cytotoxic therapy, the clinical benefit seems to overweight
the potential risks when vaccinating adults with cancer
against influenza.9 10 Oncological guidelines recommend
the vaccine in patients with advanced cancer undergoing
active treatment: nevertheless, this indication is often
disregarded, especially in the case of non-cytotoxic therapies.11 12
On the other hand, the susceptibility of patients with
advanced cancer treated with new-generation immunotherapy based on immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) to
viral infections has not been investigated. In recent years,
the introduction of ICIs in the clinical scenario has constituted a profound innovation in advanced solid tumors’
systemic treatment. The aim of the new immunotherapy is
restoring cellular immunocompetence against the tumor:
it is, therefore, plausible that individuals treated with ICIs
may be more immunocompetent, when compared with
those treated with chemotherapy, also against viral infections. Along this line, more potent immune stimulation
after vaccines were described in these patients, even when
compared with healthy individuals.13 14
Until now, no robust data supported the need, efficacy
and safety of influenza vaccination in patients with cancer
receiving ICI immunotherapy. The current evidence
is limited, mainly retrospective and controversial,15–18
with no prospective trials supporting influenza vaccine
recommendation and management in this cancer patient
subgroup.
Considering the unmet need for the counseling of
patients with advanced cancer receiving ICI-based therapy
concerning influenza vaccination, we designed a multicenter prospective observational study to investigate the
impact of vaccination on incidence, severity, and lethality
of ILI in this population.

Open access

Patient disposition in the INfluenza Vaccine Indication During therapy with Immune checkpoint inhibitors (INVIDIa-2)

Prespecified subgroup analyses were planned for elderly
and patients with lung cancer, as populations at high-risk
of ILI-related complications. Two prespecified age cut-
offs were used for operational purpose: 65 years, which is
the age to recommend influenza vaccination in Italy, and
the median age of the study population, to consider equal
size subgroups. The type of influenza vaccine received,
the vaccination date, the figure recommending vaccination, and information about any other vaccine administered after the study enrollment were recorded, together
with clinical characteristics and outcomes of patients
about ILI, other viral or bacterial infections, and cancer
disease and therapy. The study data were prospectively
collected in a validated eCRF platform.
The study’s funders had no role in study design, data
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of
the report. The corresponding author had full access to
all the data in the study and had final responsibility for
the publication.
Sample size and statistical analysis
Based on an expected ILI incidence of 12% for unvaccinated ICI-
treated patients with cancer,15 establishing
a 50% reduction in the incidence of ILI in vaccinated
patients as the reliable objective of the vaccination,
statistical power of 80% and statistical significance with
p<0.05, and hypothesizing vaccine coverage of 75%
(based on WHO recommendation for categories at high
risk21), an overall study sample of 974 patients was calculated. An overaccrual of 30% was preplanned based on
the expected rate of screening failures, considering the
trial’s observational nature. The study involved 82 Italian
centers.
Data related to quantitative variables were reported
using median and IQR and absolute count and percentages when referring to categorical items. The exact 95%
CIs were calculated for proportions. Association between
categorical variables was evaluated with the χ2 test. TTI
curves were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method and
compared with the log-rank test. The Cox proportional
hazard model was used to assess associations between
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demographic and clinical factors and derive HRs and
95% CI. A logistic regression model was used when evaluating ILI complications, and OR with their 95% CI were
reported. All the statistical tests were two tailed.
Results
Patient disposition
The INVIDIa-2 study prospectively enrolled 1279 patients
with advanced cancer receiving ICIs. Of them, 1188 were
eligible for the primary analysis (patient disposition is
showed in figure 1B). The characteristics of the study
population are summarized in table 1.
Overall, 581 patients received influenza vaccination
(48.9%) while 607 did not (51.1%). Vaccinated patients
were significantly more frequently elderly (p<0.0001),
males (p=0.004), with poor European Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status (PS,
p=0.009), affected by lung cancer (p=0.01), and by other
non-
cancer comorbidities (p<0.0001) when compared
with unvaccinated (table 1). Indication for influenza
vaccination was given by general practitioners in 64.1% of
cases, clinical oncologists in 16.0%, unsolicited patients’
decision in 12.5%, other physicians in 7.4%. The vaccine
types administered in the study population are showed
in online supplemental table S1. Patients received other
vaccines during the study conduct: 45 received pneumococcal vaccination (43 of whom together with influenza
vaccine), two patients received tetanus vaccination.
Incidence and severity of ILI
The incidence of ILI in the overall study population
was 98 cases (8.2%, 95% CI 6.7 to 10.0). The ILI clinical
manifestation in these patients, considering the ECDC
definition, is represented in figure 2. The median duration of ILI symptoms was 7 days (IQR 4–14). The overall
complication rate was 24.5%, with pneumonia developed
during ILI in 21 cases (21.4%) and other complications
in 3 (3.1%); intravenous therapies due to ILI were administered in 20.4% of all ILI cases, and ILI-related hospital
admission was required in 11.2% of cases.
3
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Figure 1
study.
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Overall population
n=1188
AGE (median, IQR, range)
Gender

69 (61–76), (20–93)

Vaccinated
n=581
72 (64–77), (30–90)

Unvaccinated
n=607
66 (58–73), (20–93)

 M

831 (69.9)

429 (73.8)

402 (66.2)

 F

357 (30.1)

152 (26.2)

205 (33.8)

ECOG PS

<0.0001
0.004
(0 vs 1-2-3)

 0

686 (57.7)

312 (53.7)

374 (61.6)

 1

431 (36.3)

235 (40.4)

196 (32.3)

 2

53 (4.5)

22 (3.8)

31 (5.1)

 3

3 (0.3)

2 (0.3)

1 (0.2)

15 (1.3)

10 (1.7)

5 (0.8)

 Lung

645 (54.3)

337 (58.0)

308 (50.7)

 RCC

201 (16.9)

107 (18.4)

94 (15.5)

 Melanoma

153 (12.9)

52 (9.0)

101 (16.6)

64 (5.4)

29 (5.0)

35 (5.8)

 Unknown

P value

0.009

Primary tumor

 UC

(lung vs all others)
0.01
(RCC vs all others)
0.18

 H&N

41 (3.5)

14 (2.4)

27 (4.4)

(melanoma vs all others)

 Other

84 (7.1)

42 (7.2)

42 (6.9)

0.0001

ICI treatment line

0.69

 1

663 (55.8)

316 (54.4)

347 (57.2)

 2

426 (35.9)

214 (36.8)

212 (34.9)

 3

96 (8.0)

48 (8.3)

48 (7.9)

3 (0.3)

3 (0.5)

 Unknown

0

Splenectomy

0.38

 Yes

8 (0.7)

5 (0.9)

3 (0.5)

 No

915 (77.0)

455 (78.3)

460 (75.8)

 Unknown

265 (22.3)

121 (20.8)

144 (23.7)

Therapy

0.80

 ICI/ICI +ICI

1075 (90.5)

527 (90.7)

548 (90.3)

 ICI +Other*

113 (9.5)

54 (9.3)

59 (9.7)

Immunotherapy
type
 Single agent (ICI)

0.50
1122 (94.4)

546 (94.0)

576 (94.9)

66 (5.6)

35 (6.0)

31 (5.1)

 Yes

875 (73.7)

467 (86.4)

408 (67.2)

 No

313 (26.3)

114 (19.6)

199 (32.8)

202 (17.0)

118 (20.3)

84 (13.8)

 Combinations (ICI+ICI)
Comorbidity

<0.0001

Comorbidity type
 Cardiovascular

0.003

 Asthma/COPD

401 (33.8)

225 (38.7)

176 (29.0)

 Diabetes

185 (15.6)

98 (16.9)

87 (14.3)

0.23

 Others

283 (23.8)

143 (24.6)

140 (23.1)

0.53

287 (24.2)
512 (43.1)

125 (21.5)
288 (49.6)

207 (34.1)
224 (36.9)

Smoking habits
 Current
 Former

<0.0001

<0.0001

Continued
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Table 1 Characteristics of patients in the overall study population and comparative analysis of patient characteristics basing
on vaccine subgroups
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Overall population
n=1188
 Never
 Unknown

358 (30.1)
31 (2.6)

Vaccinated
n=581

Unvaccinated
n=607

151 (26.0)
17 (2.9)

162 (26.7)
14 (2.3)

P value

COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; H&N, head and neck carcinoma; ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor; ECOG PS, European
Cooperative Oncology Group Performance Status; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; UC, urothelial cancer.

The time-adjusted ILI incidence, in terms of TTI, was
similar in vaccinated and unvaccinated patients (figure 3,
p=0.62). The crude incidence of ILI was 8.8% (95% CI
6.6 to 11.4) in vaccinated patients (51/581) versus 7.7%–
95% CI 5.7 to 10.2 in unvaccinated patients (47/607)
(p=0.52). Also, the median duration of ILI symptoms was
similar in vaccinated and unvaccinated subjects (7 days
and 8.5 days, respectively, p=0.82).
ILI complications were significantly less frequent for
patients receiving vaccination than for unvaccinated
patients: respectively, the complication rate was 11.8%
(6/51) versus 38.3% (18/47), p=0.002 (figure 4). The
type of complications found in the two groups is summarized in online supplemental table S2. ILI-related intravenous therapies were also significantly less frequent in
vaccinated patients than in unvaccinated: 11.8% versus
29.8% (p=0.027).
Hospital admission due to ILI occurred for 11 patients
(11.2% of all ILI cases); of them, 7 were unvaccinated (ILI-
related hospitalization was required for 7/47 (14.9%) of
unvaccinated versus 4/51 (7.8%) of vaccinated patients,
p=0.27).
ILI lethality was 2% overall (2/98 patients, both unvaccinated). Within vaccine groups, ILI lethality was 0/51
(0%) in vaccinated versus 2/47 (4.3%) in unvaccinated
patients.
Considering the respective timings of influenza vaccination and ILI occurrence, 4 patients (4.1%) developed
ILI within 2 weeks after their vaccination, and 5 (5.1%)
had the vaccine after a prior episode of ILI. Overall, these
nine patients were likely not protected by their vaccination: nevertheless, the study results remained unchanged
when removing these cases from the analyses (data not
shown).
The relative vaccine effectiveness of adjuvanted versus
adjuvanted vaccines in preventing ILI was 54.9%
non-
(6.3% vs 9.7%); this difference however was not statistically significant (p=0.21).
Multivariate analyses
A Cox regression model was implemented to evaluate
associations between demographic and clinical characteristics and TTI. The following were considered: sex,
age, ECOG-PS, comorbidities (respiratory, cardiovascular
or metabolic comorbidity), lung cancer as the primary
tumor, influenza vaccination. After a selection based on
p values, lung cancer (p=0.009), respiratory comorbidities (p=0.007) and age <69 years (p=0.028) resulted as
Bersanelli M, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2021;9:e002619. doi:10.1136/jitc-2021-002619

independent factors associated with higher ILI incidence
(table 2). When considering only vaccinated patients
(n=581), none of the considered factors were associated
with ILI incidence (online supplemental table S3).
When considering patients developing ILI (n=98), the
only factor inversely associated with ILI-related complications at the multivariate analysis was the vaccine administration (p=0.004, table 2).
Influenza vaccine safety
Overall, 9 of 581 patients had VRAEs: local erythema,
local pain, local edema, fever, heart-pounding, rash and
pruritus were reported. The overall incidence of VRAEs
was 1.5%, with grade (G)1–2 according to CTCAE 5.0,
self-
limiting course and complete resolution; no G3-4
VRAEs were reported.
Subgroups of interest: elderly and patients with lung cancer
Overall, elderly patients (≥69 years) had non-statistically
significantly longer TTI (p=0.15) than non-
elderly.
Patients affected by lung cancer had statistically significantly shorter TTI than patients with other primary
tumors (online supplemental figure S4). The crude incidence of ILI in patients with lung cancer was also higher,
10.1% vs 6.1% in patients with non-lung tumors, respectively (p=0.013).
Considering the impact of influenza vaccination in
these subgroups, it was consistent with that on the overall
population: ILI incidence was similar irrespective of vaccination (online supplemental figure S5), and the rates of
complications were lower in vaccinated patients when
compared with those of unvaccinated individuals (online
supplemental table S6).
Discussion
The INVIDIa-2 study is the first large prospective trial
investigating influenza vaccination’s clinical effectiveness
in patients with cancer treated with immunotherapy. The
target population, constituted by individuals undergoing
immune checkpoint blockade, represents a growing
reality in oncology. The implications of the new immunological framework characterizing these patients are still
largely unexplored, often generating doubts about the
management of common indications, such as in vaccine
counseling.
In the present study, in patients with advanced cancer
treated with immunotherapy, ILI incidence was not
5
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Figure 2 Clinical heatmap representing the pattern of
symptoms in patients developing influenza-like illness (each
row represents a single patient) according to the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control definition.

6

different according to influenza vaccination. Nevertheless, despite an evident unfavorable clinical profile of the
vaccinated group (at high risk of severe complications due
to older age, poorer ECOG PS, lung cancer frequency,
and respiratory and cardiovascular comorbidities) influenza vaccine administration was related to a significantly
lower rate of ILI complications (and to the reduced need
of intravenous therapy) in comparison with the unvaccinated group (11.8% vs 38.3%, p=0.002). The protective
effect of vaccination in terms of ILI complications was
confirmed at the multivariate analysis (Table 2).
Of note, the lack of randomization and the consequent
negative selection of vaccinated patients with high-risk
characteristics for ILI occurrence (ie, lung cancer prevalence) could have masked the vaccine’s efficacy in terms
of ILI incidence. The results of the multivariate analyses
are in support of this hypothesis, as lung cancer and respiratory comorbidities were associated with a higher incidence of ILI (table 2), but the impact of such variables
was canceled when considering the vaccinated group only
(online supplemental table S3).
In further support of the vaccine, hospitalization due
to ILI was infrequent in vaccinated patients, and no ILI-
related deaths were reported in patients receiving the
vaccination, while two ILI-
related deaths occurred in
unvaccinated patients. Despite the lack of statistical significance due to relatively small numbers, such findings are
clinically meaningful, especially compared with previous
lethality data in patients treated with chemotherapy.5 6
From this standpoint, the INVIDIa-2 study highlighted
the peculiarity of immunological status of patients with
cancer receiving immunotherapy. The study finally allows
basing these patients' counseling about influenza vaccination not on extrapolation but on evidence specifically
provided in ICI-treated patients with cancer.
In previous studies, both serological and cell-mediated
responses to vaccines were more pronounced in this
Bersanelli M, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2021;9:e002619. doi:10.1136/jitc-2021-002619
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Figure 3 Kaplan-Meier curve representing the time to
influenza-like-illness (ILI) in vaccinated and unvaccinated
patients.
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population. Flow cytometric analyses recently revealed that
influenza vaccination elicited higher influenza-
specific
cell-
mediated immune responses in patients receiving
ICIs than those receiving cytotoxic chemotherapy.22 Similarly, if the reported seroconversion rate of patients with
cancer undergoing chemotherapy ranged from 8% to
28%,23 that reported for patients with cancer undergoing
immune checkpoint blockade was higher, ranging from

60% to 70%.24 25 The limitations of such analyses were the
small sample size and the lack of correlation with the clinical efficacy of vaccination, which was not investigated in
these case series. To address the issue, an ancillary analysis
of the INVIDIa-2 trial (INVIDIa-bios substudy26) allowed
to collect serial serum samples and peripheral blood
mononuclear cells samples of 130 subjects enrolled. The
analyses are currently ongoing to confirm the previously

Table 2 Multivariate analysis based on time to influenza-like-illness (TTI) in the overall study population (a, Cox regression
analysis) and complication rate in the subgroup of patients developing influenza-like illness (ILI) (b, logistic regression analysis)
(a)Overall population (n=1188)

Univariate analysis (TTI)

Multivariate analysis (TTI)

Sex (male vs female)
Age (≥69 vs<69)

0.88 (0.58–1.34) p=0.55
0.75 (0.50–1.12) p=0.16

 
0.63 (0.42–0.95) p=0.028

Age (≥65 vs<65)

0.80 (0.54–1.20) p=0.29

 

ECOG-PS (≥1 vs 0)

0.93 (0.62–1.40) p=0.73

 

Comorbidities (yes vs no)

1.03 (0.66–1.62) p=0.89

 

Respiratory comorbidity (yes vs no)

1.57 (1.05–2.33) p=0.027

1.75 (1.17–2.62) p=0.007

Cardiovascular comorbidity (yes vs no)

1.09 (0.65–1.82) p=0.74

 

Metabolic comorbidity (yes vs no)

1.07 (0.64–1.81) p=0.80

 

Lung cancer (yes vs no)

1.68 (1.11–2.56) p=0.015

1.75 (1.15–2.67) p=0.009

Influenza vaccination (yes vs no)

1.11 (0.74–1.65) p=0.62

 

(b)ILI population (n=98)

Univariate analysis
(complication rate)

Multivariate analysis
(complication rate)

Sex (male vs female)

0.63 (0.24–1.63) p=0.34

 

Age (≥69 vs<69)

0.39 (0.14–1.05) p=0.06

 

Age (≥65 vs<65)

0.39 (0.15–0.99) p=0.048

 

ECOG-PS (≥1 vs 0)

0.96 (0.37–2.50) p=0.94

 

Comorbidities (yes vs no)

1.04 (0.36–2.99) p=0.95

 

Respiratory comorbidity (yes vs no)

1.24 (0.49–3.12) p=0.65

 

Cardiovascular comorbidity (yes vs no)

1.23 (0.39–3.91) p=0.72

 

Metabolic comorbidity (yes vs no)

0.61 (0.16–2.34) p=0.47

 

Lung cancer (yes vs no)
Influenza vaccination (yes vs no)

1.32 (0.48–3.58) p=0.59
0.22 (0.08–0.61) p=0.004

 
0.22 (0.08–0.61) p=0.004

ECOG PS, European Cooperative Oncology Group Performance Status; ILI, influenza like illness; TTI, time to influenza-like illness.
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Figure 4 Pie charts representing the rates of influenza-like illness (ILI)-related complications in vaccinated and unvaccinated
patients.
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Regarding the apparent lack of benefit in terms of
ILI incidence, even if the expected efficacy of influenza
vaccination remains relatively low in patients with cancer,
epidemiological estimates by the United States Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention demonstrated that
the more people vaccinated in a population, the larger
effect the vaccine has even when vaccine effectiveness is
low.30 Along this line, the promotion of influenza vaccination is even more important during the pandemic spread
of SARS-CoV-2, given the current threat of concurrent
influenza and COVID-19 epidemics.31
In conclusion, the INVIDIa-2 study results are immediately transposable into clinical practice, supporting
influenza vaccination recommendation in patients with
advanced cancer receiving ICI immunotherapy.
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cited evidence in this larger prospective population, then
matching the laboratory results with clinical outcomes in
terms of ILI incidence, severity, and lethality.
After the prior evidence in favor of serological activity
of influenza vaccine in patients with cancer receiving
ICIs, the present study constitutes the first prospective
demonstration of its clinical effectiveness. Irrespective of
the possible inaccuracy of the clinical diagnosis of influenza based on ILI, it is likely that the ILI complications
are more reliable than the ILI incidence, realistically
marking the actual influenza episodes in this population.
As a matter of fact, the other various respiratory infections usually circulating during the influenza season
(such as rhinovirus and adenovirus) are not frequently
responsible for severe complications, while 30%–40%
of hospitalized patients with laboratory-confirmed influenza are diagnosed with acute pneumonia, and bacterial
superinfections are described in 30%–50% of cases.27
Influenza A (H1N1) virus alone was found responsible for
more than 50% of severe acute respiratory infection cases
leading to hospitalization in a large series of patients.28 Of
note, the patients enrolled in the INVIDIa-2 study developing ILI with the diagnosis of COVID-19 were excluded
from the present analyses: since the first isolation of
the SARS-CoV-2 virus in our Country in February 2019,
all patients with cancer developing ILI symptoms were
systematically tested for COVID-19, and the data about
swabs were prospectively recorded in the study platform.
The results about patients with COVID-19 ILI enrolled
in the INVIDIa-2 study have been preliminary reported.29
Moreover, pneumonitis related to ICI or local therapies
(eg, radiotherapy) or tumor progression was also separately recorded, allowing the proper identification of ILI-
related pneumonia.
Another relevant message of the study, to be immediately translated in clinical practice, is that all patient
subgroups benefited from influenza vaccination,
reducing ILI-related complications, irrespectively of age
and primary tumor. The common tendency of recommending the vaccine only for patients aged over-65 or
those with respiratory impairment due to primary lung
cancer should be replaced by a general positive recommendation, supported by meaningful benefit also in
younger patients and other subgroups.
Finally, vaccine safety’s critical issue seems to reassure
the oncologists about the low rate of VRAEs, mostly mild
and self-limiting, reported in the INVIDIa-2 study population. Of note, the analysis of immune-related adverse
events to ICI immunotherapy is ongoing, together with
the oncological outcome, with longer follow-up.
Beyond the ethically unavoidable observational nature,
the present study’s limitation is represented by the lack
of statistical power to properly analyze different vaccine
subgroups, preventing reliable conclusions about the
vaccine strategy. The possible higher efficacy of adjuvanted vaccines should be furtherly investigated in the
ICI-treated cancer patient population, once again separately from chemotherapy-treated subjects.
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